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FOREWORD

This bibliography deals with the subject of terrorism which is the use of fear and violence to intimidate and thus coerce an individual or group for some political or societal goal. It is the latest in a long list of subject terms which have historically described such activity. Terms like guerrilla, insurgent, and revolutionist are included. As to its military application these include counter-insurgency, guerrilla, international terrorism, limited, revolutionary, or unconventional warfare.

This number is arranged in two parts. Part one lists books. Part two lists periodicals by an arbitrarily devised acronym. Part two B contains citations to periodicals by the acronym. Selection has been made from various materials owned by the Morris Swett Library. Inclusion of an item, or omission, does not imply USAFAS endorsement or sanction of the compiler's point-of-view.

LESTER L. MILLER, JR.
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